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[16] $\mathrm{A}=\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}(2,4, [[32,11,15,1], [53,22,3,1]])$ ;
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$X=(\vec{x}_{1},\vec{x}_{2}, \cdot-\cdot,\vec{x}_{K})$ , $\vec{x}_{i}\in R^{n},$ $i=1,$ $\cdots,$ $K$
















$M_{1},$ $M_{2},$ $\cdots$ , $M_{S}$ $S$





















4 $\mathrm{x}4$ $A_{1},$ $A_{2,3}A,$ $A_{4}$ $-$
$A_{1}=$ $A_{2}=$ $A_{3}=$
$0$ $0$ 1 $0\backslash$
$0$ 1 $0$ $1$








$X_{1}=(A_{1}’, A_{2}’)$ $X_{2}=(A_{1’ 3}’A’)$ $X_{3}=(A_{1}’, A_{4}’)$
















$\lambda=1$ 000000, 0.333292, 0.333354 $\pm 0.0000353633\sim$ ,
-0.0316241, 0.0336045, $-0.0276826\pm 0.0154931i,$ $-0.0166718\pm 0.0273275i$ ,
$-0.00096999\pm 0.032440i,$ $0.0156822\pm 0.0290072i,$ $0.028652\pm 0.0172079i$
$\bullet$
$\lambda=1$ 000000, 0.333333, 0.333333, 0.333334, 0.0298483, -0.0286648,
$-0.0250105\pm 0.0141351i,$ $-0.0148663\pm 0.0247964i,$ $-0.000584958\pm 0.0291795i$ ,
$0.0142747\pm 0.0258095i,$ $0.0255954\pm 0.0151599i$
1 \mbox{\boldmath $\phi$}1
$\phi_{1}=(0$ $0$ .1/3 $00$ $1/3$ $0$ 1/3 1/3 $00$ 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 $)^{T}$
$X=(A_{1}’, A_{2’ 3’ 4}\prime A’A’)_{\text{ }}M_{add}=\phi_{1}\phi_{1}T$
$M_{add}X^{T}=(0000$ $0000$ $7/9111$ $0000$ $0000$ $7/9111$ $0000$ $7/9111$ $7/9111$ $0000$ $0000$ $7/9111$ $7/9111$ $7/9111$ $7/9111$ $7/9111)$
-
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}^{*}\mathrm{A}’1$ $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}\star \mathrm{A}\prime 2$ $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}^{*}\mathrm{A}\prime 3$ $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}^{*}\mathrm{A}’4$






$\bullet$ 1 $200\cross 200$ –
$\bullet$ –
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